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On the set of discrete subgroups of bounded covolume
in a semisimple group
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Abstract. In this note G is a locally compact group which is the product of finitely many
groups ~s(ks)(s~S),where k~ is a local field of characteristic zero and .~ an absolutely almost
simpl~ k~-group,of k~-rank/> 1. We assume that the sum of the r~is ~>2 and fix a Haar measure
on G. Then, given a constant c > 0, it is shown that, up to conjugacy, (3 contains only finitely
many irreducible discrete subgroups L of covolume ~<c (4.2). This generalizes a theorem of
H C Wang for real groups. His argument extends to the present case, once it is shown that L is
finitely presented (2.4) and locally rigid (3.2).
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1. Introduction
Let first G be a connected semisimple Lie g r o u p with finite centre and no c o m p a c t
factors, of R-rank >~ 2. Fix a H a a r measure on G, hence on any quotient of G by a
discrete subgroup. The total measure v(G/L) of G/L is called the c o v o l u m e of L, and will
be denoted c(L). By a result of H C W a n g [15], given a constant c > 0, the n u m b e r of
conjugacy classes of irreducible discrete subgroups for which c(L) <~c is finite. Recently,
Serre and Tits asked whether this is true in the p-adic case. In this paper, we show this is
indeed the case. In fact, we prove more generally a similar assertion for discrete
subgroups of products of semisimple groups over local fields of characteristic zero
without c o m p a c t factors.
This paper answers only the first of several questions of increasing generality
pertaining to the finiteness of the n u m b e r of pairs G, L with L of covolume b o u n d e d by a
given constant, for a suitable a priori universal normalization of the H a a r measure,
when G or even the groundfield are allowed to vary. A n u m b e r of results in that
direction have since been obtained jointly with G Prasad and a n n o u n c e d in C R Acad.
Sr 305 (1987), 357-362. These and others will be proved in two papers n o w in
preparation.
In w2 we fix our notation and assumptions and review, or extend to the present case,
some k n o w n properties of discrete subgroups of finite covolume. In w3 we show that
Margulis' superrigidity implies local rigidity. Once this is done, H C W a n g ' s a r g u m e n t
m a y be used without change (w4).

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation and assumptions
S is a finite set. F o r each s~S, there is given a local field k s of characteristic zero and
almost absolutely simple isotropic ks-group ~ . We view G~ = ~(k~) as a locally
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compact topological group, using the topology ofk s, and let G be the product of the Gs.
For T c S, let pr r be the projection of G onto G r = I-L~rGs.
Let S~ (resp. S:) be the set ofs for which ks is archimedean (resp. non-archimedean),
Go~ = G~, G: = Gs: and pr~o (resp. pr:) be pr r for T = S~ (resp. S:).
Let Vbe the set of places of Q. It is the union of the set of primes and of the infinite
place oe. For ve V, let Qo be the completion of O at v. We denote by S~ the set o f s e S for
which ks contains Q~. We also write pry for p r r when T = S,. For T c S~, let

R(~T = I-I R~/o~fqsRGr = 1-I Rkjo,,~(Q.),
s~T

(T ~ S~),

(1)

s~T

where Rkdtl v refers to Weil's restriction of scalars [16:1]. The group Rfg r is an algebraic
Q : g r o u p , and RG r = Rffr(Qo) is in a natural way an analytic group over Oo. By
[16:1.3.2], there is a canonical isomorphism of topological groups

Gr = RGr.

(2)

We let rs denote the ks-rank of ~s and r(G) the sum of the r~ (seS). By assumption
r s >/1 for all s.
2.2. A discrete subgroup L of G is "irreducible" if there is no partition S = A w B into
non-empty subsets such that (L c~ GA)(L n GB) is of finite index in G.
2.3. Lemma

Let L be an irreducible subgroup of finite covolume of G.
(a) For every seS, prs L is Zariski dense in ~s.
(b) Let T c So. Then pr r L is Zariski dense in RN r. Assume T ~ So and vfinite. Then the
closure H of pr r L contains the product of the groups G~ (se T). In particular, it is
open of finite index.
[G~ denotes the subgroup of Gs generated by the k:rational points of the connected
unipotent k:subgroups of Ns, cf. [3:w 6].]
(a) follows from [9:1.12].
(b) The group Prr L has the property (S) (cf. [1], [12:5.1]). Therefore its image on the
right-hand side of(2) in w2.1 is Zariski-dense by [1] ifv = o% by [14] ifv is finite. T o
prove the second assertion we consider first the case where T r S v is reduced to one
place t. By [5:111, w no. 2], H is a Lie subgroup of RGo. If it were not open, then its
Lie algebra would be a proper subspace of the Lie algebra of RGt, which would be
invariant under prrL, in contradiction with (a). Therefore H is open. But
H x I-L,,Gs is open in G, of finite covolume. Hence H has finite index in Gv In
particular, it is not compact. Then it contains Gt+ by a theorem of Tits stated in
[3:9.10], for which a proof is given in [11].
To go from this case to the general one, the argument is the same as that of
Proposition 4.2 in [9]. We repeat it for the sake of completeness.
Let U be a compact open subgroup of Gr_~, } and H v = Hc~(Gt x U). Since the
projection of G, x U onto Gt is proper, H v projects onto a closed subgroup H' of G,, in
which pr, L is obviously dense. Therefore H' contains Gt+ and Gt+ x U c H v. This being
true for every U, we see that Gt+ = c~ v(G~ x U) c H.
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PROPOSITION

Let Lbe a discrete subgroup of finite covolume of G. Then Lis finitely presented.
If a subgroup of finite index of L is finitely presented, then L is itself finitely
presented, as is well-known. Therefore we may assume L to be irreducible.
IfS = So~,the result is known: If one group Gs has R-rank one, this is 13.20 in [12]. If
not, then Lis arithmetic [8], in which case this is proved e.g. in [2]. Let now S ~ S~ and
X : the product of the Bruhat-Tits buildings of the groups Gs for seS:. The group L
operates on S:. We claim that X : is a finite polyhedron rood L. In fact either S = Sv, in
which case L is discrete and cocompact, or S ~ S: and then pr: L is dense in an open
subgroup of finite index (2.3). In both cases our assertion is clear. The isotropy group K ,
in GI of a face a of X I is a compact open subgroup. The isotropy group of tr in L is
Lc~(G~ x K,). Its projection on G~o is discrete of finite covolume. By the above, it is
finitely presented. Then L is finitely presented by Theorem 4 in [6].
Our next remark is a trivial extension to our situation of a result of K a z h d a n Margulis.

2.5. PROPOSITION
(a) Let S = Sf. Then G has a compact open neighbourhood of l which meets any discrete

subgroup at the identity only.
(b) The group G has a neighbourhood of the identity U such that !f L is discrete in G, then

a conjugate of Lmeets U only at 1. In particular c(L) has a strictly positive minimum.
In case (a) we just have to take for U a torsion-free compact open subgroup, which
always exists.
If G--G~o, then our assertion is a well-known result of Kazhdan-Margulis [7;
12:XI]. Let U~ be such a neighbourhood in G~ and U: a torsion-free compact open
subgroup of G:. Then U = Uo~ x U: satisfies our condition.

2.6. Lemma

Let k be a local field, ~ an almost absolutely simple k-group, (a, E) an absolutely
irreducible k-representation of ~ and L a finitely generated Zariski dense subgroup of
~ ( k ). Assume that the set of traces Tr a( x ) ( x e L ) is bounded. Then ~ ( k ) is relatively
compact in G L ( E ) (k).
Let k be an algebraic closure of k. By Burnside's theorem, every AEEnd E(k), is a
linear combination of elements of a(H(-k)). In turn, those are linear combinations of
elements of L, since the latter is assumed to be Zariski-dense. Let then {ti} (i = 1.....
m = dim 2 E) be a basis of End E consisting of elements of L, and let {uj} be the dual basis
with respect to the trace form. We can write
uj = ~i di~ti' (difik)"
We let ~ ( k ) operate on End E via a by left multiplication. We may identify ~r(~(k))
with the orbit of the identity. It suffices therefore to see that the representation of L on
End (E), defined by left multiplication, has bounded coefficients with respect to the basis
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(uj). This is easy: Let
h.uj= ~.hjiul,

(hEL).

Multiplying on the right by tg and taking traces, we get

hjl = tr (h.uj. ti) = ~ daj tr (h.t a.tj).
a

Hence Ihjil has a universal bound in view of our assumptions.

Note. This argument just copies a known one of E B Vinberg.

3. Local rigidity
3.1. We fix an irreducible discrete subgroup L of finite covolume of G. Let
a = (a 1..... am) be a generating set for L and Wk (k~K) be a finite set of defining relations
for L (2.4). As usual, the set R(L, G) of homomorphisms of L into G is identified with the
set ofm-tuples g = (gl,- 9 gin)eGm which satisfy the relations Wk(g1. . . . . gin) = 0 (k~K). It
is a closed subset of Gm,invariant under the group Aut G of automorphisms of G, acting
componentwise in particular under the group Int G of inner automorphisms, where
x e G acts by g ~ (xglx - 1. . . . . XgmX- 1). The group L is said to be locally rigid if Int G(a)
contains a neighbourhood of a in R(L, G).

3.2 Theorem. Let L be as in 3.1 and assume that r(G) ~ 2. Then L is locally rigid.
For y = (yi)~R(L, G), the map ai~Yi (i = 1..... m) extends to a homomorphism ~y of
L onto the subgroup Ly generated by the components Yi of y.
(a) Let s~S. We claim first that for y~R(L,G) sufficiently close to a, the group prsLy
is Zariski-dense in f#s and not relatively compact in G~.
Assume the first assertion to be false. There exists then a sequence Yi--*a in R(L, G)
and, for each i, a proper subalgebra ql of the Lie algebra 9~ of f#~ such that
Adyij(qi) = qi

(j = 1. . . . . m).

Passing to a subsequence, we may assume the cl~ to have a constant dimension, say
d, and then, again going over to a subsequence, we may assume that the qi(k~)
converge to a subspace q in the Grassmannian of d-planes in g,(ks). By continuity,
Adaj leaves q invariant for all fs, hence also for all xeL, and, by (2.3) for all x~G~.
But 9~(k~) is simple, whence a contradiction.
Write L~ for Ly when y = Yi. If now the prs Li were all relatively compact, the traces
of the elements of these groups in some linear realization of f#~ would be uniformly
bounded and so would be those of the elements of PLL. By 2.6, P L L would be
relatively compact. This however, would contradict the fact that Gs is not compact
and pr~L is dense in an open subgroup of G~ if S # {s} (2.3), or has finite covolume
if S = {s}.
(b) Let v~ I/" and T c S o. We assert now that for y~R(L, G) sufficiently close to a, the
group prT Ly is Zariski dense in fqT.
If T consists of one place, this is (a). Assume then that T has at least two elements.
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Let Jetr be the Zariski closure of pr r Ly and .my the Lie algebra of RMy. In view of
(a), it maps on to the Lie algebra of RGt for any t~T. Therefore, for any x ~ L r the
characteristic polynomial C(2, Ad pr t (x)[L(RG,)) divides the characteristic polynomial
C(2, Ad pr r (x) ]~/y).
Assume (b) to be false. The previous argument, ,carried out in RGr, shows the
existence of a sequence y ~ R ( L , G) tending to a, such that the my, have a constant
dimension and tend to a proper subspace q of the Lie algebra L(RGr) of RG r. For
every xeL, the elements ccy~(x) tend to x. Since p r r L is Zariski-dense in fqr (2.3), it
follows that q is an ideal of L(RG~), proper by our assumption. It is therefore equal
to the Lie algebra of RGr, for some T ' c T, with T':~ q~, T. Fix teT. We have seen
that C(2, pr, (O~y,(X))lL(RGt)) divides C(2, prr (~y~(X)lo#y)).By continuity, it follows that
for all xeL, C(2,Adprt(x)lL(RG,))divides C(2, Adprr(x)tL(Gr,)). By Zariski-density,
this should then be true for any x~G r. But, for teT, tCT', this is absurd. This
contradiction proves (b).
(c) Let ve V be finite and T = S,. We now claim that for yER(L, G) sufficiently close
to a, the group prr Ly contains an open subgroup of finite index of RG r.
We know that prT L is dense in an open subgroup of finite index of RG r (2.3). We
claim that pr r Ly is not discrete if y is close enough to a. If it were discrete, then there
would be a sequence y~---,a, such that the closure of the union of the Ly, would contain
prrL, hence, by (2.3), an open subgroup of finite index of RGr, but this contradicts
2.5(a). Combined with (b), this shows that pr r Ly is dense in an open subgroup H of
RG r for y close to a. Let t~ T and T ' = T - {t}. The kernel N of the restriction of
pr r, to H is then open in Gt. Since G7 is simple modulo center [12], it follows that
G,+ c N. Therefore, H contains the product of the Gt+ (re T). Since Gt+ has finite index
in G,, our assertion follows.
(d) We assume here that all fqs are of adjoint type, hence absolutely simple. We fix
yeR(L, G) close enough to a so that (b) and (c) hold for L r. We write L' and ~ for Ly
and ~y. We want to prove that ~ extends to an automorphism of G.
Fix s. By [8], there exist t = t(s)eS, a continuous homomorphism i~s:kt~ks and a
ks-morphism vs:~'~t ~ ~ such that the composition
#o
es :G pr, Gt--Z~usfqt(tts(k,)) J ' "sN~(ks) ,.~(k~ Gs

(3)

extends pr s o ~ : L ~ pr s E.
We claim that in fact #s is an isomorphism. The morphism vs is non-trivial, hence
is a ks-isomorphism, since both groups are absolutely ks-simple. Therefore vs(ks) is
an isomorphism of topological groups. The third arrow in (3) is just induced by the
inclusion ps(k t) ~ks. If it were not surjective, then Im j would be a closed subgroup
H if infinite index, not discrete, not relatively compact and prs E would be contained
in such a subgroup. The Lie algebra of H in L(RGs) would be proper, contradicting
the Zariski density of prs(E). Therefore, ors is a continuous and open surjective
homomorphism of G onto Gs, which extends p q o~, and whose kernel is the product
of the factors Gu with u :/: t. Let now r be the product of the a s. It is a continuous
homomorphism of G into G which extends ~. We want to prove that a is an
automorphism.
Now that j is the identity in ks we see that vs(ks)o#~ is an isomorphism of G,~s)onto
Gs. It suffices therefore to show that s ~ t(s) is a permutation of S, or, equivalently,
that no Gs is contained in the kernel of a.
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Of course, s~t(s) leaves each Sv stable. It is therefore equivalent to show that tr
induces an automorphism of Gs, onto itself for every v~V, and for this that no Gs
belongs to the kernel of gIG v. Assume to the contrary that a(Gs)= 1 for some seS~..
Then Card Sv ~>2. Let T'= S~,-{s} and T = S,. The homomorphism ~r induces a
continuous homomorphism of Gr, into Gr hence also of RG r, into RGr. These
groups are analytic over Qo, hence tr is analytic [5:Ill, w8]. The image is then a proper
Lie subgroup H, whose projection on each factor RG, is equal to RQ(s~ T'). Its Lie
algebra b maps onto the Lie algebra of RG, under pr~(s~T'). On the other hand, b
should be invariant under pr r, L', hence under Zariski dense subgroup (see (b)), and
should therefore be a proper ideal. But this contradicts the previous surjectivity
assertion.
(e) The automorphism tr belongs to the group A(G) of automorphisms of G which
are compositions of permutations of factors, field isomorphisms and restrictions to
rational points of morphisms of algebraic groups of the various factors. [These are
in fact all automorphisms of G, but we need not know that.] In this group the product
B of the groups Aut ~s(ks) is open of finite index. Therefore lnt G = Hs~s lnt Gs is also
open of finite index in A(G).
(f) We can now prove the theorem. Let ff'~= Ad fq~ and let n~:c~ ~ cr be the canonical
isogeny (sES). The morphism g~(k~):G~---,G', has finite kernel, hence is proper, and its
image is open of finite index [3: 3.19], therefore the same is true for the product
1t:G~G' of the 7q(k~). In view of(e), 7t(G) is also open of finite index in A(G'). In fact,
is a local homeomorphism.
Since rc is proper and with image open of finite index, L' = ~(L) is discrete, of finite
covolume in G'. With the notation and conventions of 3.1, let a'~R(E, G') be the point
with components a', = r~(ai) (i = 1..... m) in G 'm. By (d), A(G') (a') contains a neighbourhood of a' in R(L, G'). By homogeneity, A(G')(a')is open in R(E, G'). Since all spaces
under consideration are locally compact, countable at infinity, the orbit map fl: x ~ x- a'
induces a homeomorphism of A(G')/H, where H is the isotropy group of a', onto
A(G') (a') [4:VII, App. 1]. In particular, for every neighbourhood U of I in A(G'), fl(U)
is a neighbourhood of a' in R(E, G').
The group n(G), identified to a subgroup of A(G') via the inclusion of G' = Int G'
into A(G'), is also open of finite index. If we let it act on R(E,G') via this
homomorphism, it follows that g ~ g ' a ' is an open map.
Fix now an open neighbourhood V of a in G" which is mapped homeomorphically
onto a neighbourhood V' of a' by ~. Let U be a neighbourhood of 1 in G such that
I n t g ' a ~ V for geU. If now y~R(L,G) is such that rt(y)~U.a', then there exists g~U
such that g'a = n(y). It follows that g'a is an element of V which maps onto 7r(y),
hence g.a = y. Therefore L is locally rigid.

4. Covolumes
4.1. The group G is locally compact, therefore the space of closed subgroups of G,
endowed with the topology defined in [4: VIII, w5-1 is compact. For any neighbourhood
U of the identity, the subspace N v of discrete subgroups which meet U only at 1 form a
compact subset [4: VIII, w5, no. 3, Prop. 7]. Moreover, the function L ~ c(L) is lower
semi-continuous [4: VIII, w5, no. 2, Prop. 4]. In particular if a sequence of elements L i
of N U tends to L and c(Li) <~c for all i, then c(L) <~c. We recall that Lg~ L if and only if
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the following condition is fulfilled (loc. cir., no. 6): For any compact set C ~ G and any
neighbourhood U of 1 in G, we have
L~n C c L. U and L n C c L~. U for i big enough.

(4)

4.2 Theorem. Fix a constant c > O. Assume r(G) >~2. Then the discrete subgroups of
G with covolume c(L) <~c form finitely many conjugacy classes.
In view of 2.3, 2.4, 3.2 and 4.1, the argument of H C Wang in the real case [15] goes
over without change. For the sake of completeness, we describe it briefly.
Assume 4.2 to be false. Then we can find an infinite sequence Li of nonconjugate
discrete subgroups with covolume ~< c. Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
c(L~) has a limit b ~<c. Replacing L; by a conjugate, if necessary, we may assume that
L~c~U= 1, where U is a suitable neighbourhood of 1 in G (2.5). Then a cofinal
subsequence of the Li's has a limit L and c(L) <~b (4.1). We now consider the setup
of 3.1. Let a 1. . . . . a,, be a generating set for L and Wk (k~K) a finite defining set of
relations (2.4). By 4.1, we can find x~jeL~ such that
lim xlj = a t

(7"= I ..... m).

For i big enough, we have then Wk(Xit. . . . . Xi,,)e U c~ Li, hence Wk(Xil. . . . . Xi,,) = 1 (keK).
Therefore the map a j ~ x q (j = I ..... m) extends to a homomorphism of L onto the
subgroup L} of L~ generated by the xo's, and xi = (x~t.... , xim ) is a point of R(L, G), which
comes arbitrarily close to a if i is big enough. For such i's, L'~ is by 3.2 conjugate to L
under an inner automorphism. In particular c(L'i) = c(L), and L'i has finite index in L~.
Then c(Li)/c(Li) is an integer >/1. On the other hand, it is equal to c(L)/c(Li), hence tends
to c(L)/b, which is ~< 1. Altogether we get c(L'~) = c(Li) = c(L), hence L~ = L'~ and Li is
coniugate to L The L~'s are therefore pairwise conjugate for i big enough, whence a
contradiction.
Remarks
(1) In the real case, the result of [15] is also valid if riG) = 1, provided that G is not
locally isomorphic to SL2(I/~) or SL2(C). [In fact, H C Wang ruled only SL2(It~) out,
but this was an oversight.] In the p-adic case, this is however false, since a torsionfree discrete subgroup of finite covolume of a simple p-adic group of relative rank
one is cocompact and free.
(2) The previous argument also prove~ the following statement: Let L be a discrete
finitely generated subgroup of G which is locally rigid, and {Li} a sequence of
discrete subgroups of G which tend to L. If the Li's are cocompact, then L is also
cocompact.
In fact, the above proof shows that L is conjugate to a subgroup of Li for i big enough.
Of the real groups G under consideration here, without restriction on the R-rank, only
groups locally isomorphic to SL2([~) or SL2(C) have discrete subgroups of finite
covolume which are not locally rigid. On the other hand, they do contain sequences of
discrete cocompact subgroups converging to a discrete non-cocompact subgroup of
finite covolume: for SLy(C), such sequences are obtained by Dehn surgery. In SL2(R),
such examples are easy to obtain geometrically: For instance we may consider a
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sequence of triangle groups (or rather of their s u b g r o u p s of index two consisting of
conformal transformations) with signatures n/a, rc/b n, 7~/bn where a, b,e[~, a > 2, a n d
b, ~ ~ . The limit will be the s u b g r o u p of conformal t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s in the triangle
g r o u p (n/a, 0, 0). Therefore, for real groups, there is also a converse to the previous
statement, so that the failure of local rigidity is necessary a n d sufficient for the existence
of a sequence of discrete c o c o m p a c t s u b g r o u p s whose limit is n o t cocompact.
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